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		NOTE: This book is the printed, Silverlight-focused edition of Programming Windows Phone 7, which is available as a free eBook from the Microsoft Download Center. A Microsoft XNA®-focused edition is also available for sale in print (ISBN 978-0-7356-5669-7). The Microsoft eBook covers both Silverlight and XNA in one volume.

		

		Bring your app ideas to life—with guidance from a Windows programming legend

		

		Get started building your own apps and utilities for Windows Phone 7—expertly guided by award-winning author Charles Petzold. Focusing on Silverlight for Windows Phone 7 and the C# language, you’ll learn how to extend your existing skills to this new mobile platform—mastering the core tools and techniques you need to get productive quickly. As always, Charles brings a unique combination of pragmatism and inspiration to his instruction—along with a wealth of hands-on examples.

	
		Discover how to:

		
			Customize page navigation and layout
	
			Know when to use code vs. XAML markup
	
			Capture and embed bitmaps, balancing performance issues
	
			Support multi-touch input—including tap, drag, flick, and pinch
	
			Work with accelerometer and location services
	
			Experiment with panoramic and pivot controls
	
			Create effects using built-in or custom animations
	
			Manage state, tombstoning, data-binding, and storage
	
			Write your own templates and custom controls
	
			Test-drive your app on Windows Phone Emulator


	Get code samples on the Web
		
			For system requirements, see the Introduction.
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Managing Innovation: Integrating Technological, Market and Organizational Change, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Recent surveys confirm that whilst most managers acknowledge the importance of innovation, the majority are dissatisfied with the management of innovation in their organizations.1 In fact the performance of innovation varies significantly between different sectors, and between firms in the same sector, suggesting that both structural and...
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Dynamics AX: A Guide to Microsoft AxaptaApress, 2005
Axapta is Microsoft’s flagship ERP system and the most exciting ERP product currently on
the scene. If Axapta hasn’t come to a computer near you yet, it will soon.

We’d like to start by offering the most valuable piece of advice we have for anyone working
with Axapta (and with any complex system, for that...
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Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy: Methods and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1995

	This book is an excellent introduction to vibrational spectroscopy for scientists in academia and industry. Both infrared and Raman spectroscopy are covered comprehensively and up-to-date. Therefore the book may also be used as a handbook for easy reference.

	

	Written in the language of chemists, it explains the basic theory...
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PCs Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Computers have come a long way in just 20 years or so. They’re now at the heart of the way many people communicate, shop, and learn. They provide useful tools for tracking information, organizing finances, and being creative.

Whether you’re a young person just getting your first computer, or a senior who is finally getting...
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PyTorch Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2019

	
		
			
				Get up to speed with the deep learning concepts of Pytorch using a problem-solution approach. Starting with an introduction to PyTorch, you'll get familiarized with tensors, a type of data structure used to calculate arithmetic operations and also learn how they operate. You will then take a look...
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Python: Data Analytics and VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2017

	Understand, evaluate, and visualize data About This Book - Learn basic steps of data analysis and how to use Python and its packages - A step-by-step guide to predictive modeling including tips, tricks, and best practices - Effectively visualize a broad set of analyzed data and generate effective results Who This Book Is For This book is for...
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